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Phase 1: Aspiration and Observation
A man (and his wife if applicable) demonstrates his commitment to Jesus and Legacy 
242 with an established track record of humbly serving, giving, abiding and disciple-
making. He is someone whose faithfulness and fruitfulness is observed.
He self nominates: Each man that feels called to eldership makes his heart known to an 
existing elder and his microchurch. This elder becomes the mans sponsoring elder and 
then brings the nomination to the executive elder team and verifies the support of the 
mans wife and microchurch.
The existing elders make a unanimous decision (“yes, without conditions,” “yes, with 
conditions,” “wait/grow,” or “no”) in response to a man’s nomination. The same informal 
vote occurs at each phase of the process with a “yes, without conditions,” “yes, with 
conditions,” “wait/grow,” or “no”.
Upon approval of the executive elders, he completes his initial questionnaire. 
The potential elder candidate (and his wife if applicable) meet with their sponsoring 
elder and at least two of the executive elder(s).

Phase 2: Invitation (Official Candidacy begins upon completion)
He completes any of the following as requested by the elders: application with 
questionnaire which may include basic info, doctrinal alignment, resume, calling, 
marriage & family, wife, and financial survey’s.
The existing elders formally invite the man to become an elder candidate. He and his 
family are presented at a Worship Gathering. The church is asked to pray diligently for 
and encourage the elder candidate and his spouse throughout the process. The church 
is also invited to bring forth any charges or concerns in private to an executive elder.

Phase 3: Formal Training and/or Assessment
Background Check, Confidential Questionnaire and Release as needed
Personality and gifting profiles (Enneagram and APEST)
Training and education as needed (may include but not limited to):

*Gospel Eldership by Robert Thune (Small Group Study) 
     *Required for all candidates regardless of previous education or experience



Biblical Eldership by Alexander Strauch (Book Study)
Understanding the Old & New Testaments (Survey Courses)
Understanding Theology (Survey Course)
Bible Study Methods (Survey Course)
Four Fields Intensive
Acts 29 Training Courses (https://train.acts29uswest.com/p/about/)
Grimke Seminary - affordable Acts 29 partner seminary (grimkeseminary.org)

Regular Check-In’s (coaching and encouragement conversations) - either with the Lead 
Pastor, the sponsoring elder, or the executive elder team. These meetings are designed 
to check in with the candidate, discuss concerns, celebrate wins, and provide the elder 
candidate and the elder team a healthy off-ramp if necessary.
Introduction and review of Legacy’s “Leadership Review” with a particular emphasis on 
the “Ten Guidelines for Engagement” and their implications.
Each elder candidate may undergo additional training as determined by the executive 
elder team in accordance with the candidate’s needs and/or calling. Often this training 
can be ministry specific and can be carried on after being officially recognized as an 
elder. [Character Formation; Leadership Skills; Bible and Theology; Mission and 
Ministry; Ministry Skill Development]
Final assessment - the elder candidate and his wife will meet with at least two of the 
executive elders and their sponsoring elder. This is the last step in the process prior to 
being installed as an elder upon the laying on of hands by the current elders with the 
support and encouragement of their microchurch.   

Phase 4: Installation - Laying hands
Finally the elder candidate (his wife, and family if applicable) will be brought before the 
church at a Worship Gathering to be installed as an elder. The current elders and his 
microchurch will lay their hands on the candidate and his family and pray over them.

Phase 5: Ongoing Growth
It should be known from the beginning that ongoing equipping and support will continue 
throughout the time that any man fulfills the role of elder. This is an intentional part of his 
growth and development and could include:

A 360 degree assessment based on the “Ten Guidelines for Engagement.”
Conferences, specialized training or book reading from time to time.
Elder gatherings and formal meetings as needed.

*This process is subject to change as needed by the executive elders.
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